
Happy Holidays to Scattered Friends and Family:

We hope this format isn't too off-putting to anyone. We thought it might at least be fun,

and it does offer the opportunity to get lost in Minnesota or somewhere, which is the

great beauty of the World Wide Web. Alternatively, you can skim and trash, or just look

at the pictures. So here's our 1998 in bits and pieces.

North Woods 
Currently our world looks about like this: 
http://www.prairienet.org/buseywoods/

Busey Woods is the forest preserve across the street from our house. Last week the park

did a prescribed burn---simulating the fires that used to keep the Grand Prairie alive with

grasses and wildflowers---so three of the resident white tail deer moved over to our place,

and they like it so much they may stay. Our yard is probably familiar territory, because in

the spring a doe dropped off a very young spotted faun for day care early one morning.

By the time mom returned at dusk, the impatiens had been eaten but we were thoroughly

charmed. Along the same lines…as long as the ground hog doesn't dig up our foundation

he's welcome to stay under the shed, but the raccoons are another matter. Chinese visitors

at dinner one night were enthusiastic when an adolescent raccoon peered in the window--

-there are no raccoons in China---but we're happy when they head back across the street.

Travel 
This fall and winter we've used the excuse of an opera series to get to Chicago on a

regular basis. Though we sometimes sneak out the side door after three hours and two

acts---one gets the gist of the story by then, after all---the City of Big Shoulders has its

appeal. We usually seek out a new bookstore, then wander around a neighborhood

where shops sell 5 pound bags of mustard seeds (Indian), or lingonberries (Swedish), or

taramosalata (Greek.) There's the obligatory stop in the massive south side Mexican

neighborhood for tortillas, after we find lunch in a tiny coffee shop in Chinatown, where

we pretend we can read the menu because we recognize the character "san/three" in

Three Seafood Soup. When we take the kids, they complain that they are wasting their

time in Chicago while they should be doing homework, but then we can't drag them out

of the science museum or bookstore. 
http://www.lyricopera.com/Season/productions.html

Family 
Both sets of grandparents graced us with a visit this year. The Todds drove up during one

of the final weeks of school in May and managed to attend one of Stephen's orchestra

concerts. The Porters arrived in October, just in time to help lay out the tile for our new

bathroom, one of their specialties.



 

      Detail of shower tile

Speaking of the bathroom, this has been the major event of our fall. We've lived with
drywall dust and grout droppings for months now, and forgotten what it was like to have
two showers, but at the end of it all we'll be able to lounge in a whirlpool and look up at
the stars or squirrels in the oak trees overhead. (No neighbors are near enough to demand
window treatments, just the monstrous church gym behind us, and we wouldn't mind
giving them a bit of excitement since they've taken away our sunset.)

Our adopted niece, Liqian, whom we first met on the campus of Peking University,
dashes over from Indianapolis occasionally, when she can break loose from her graduate
program in Economics. Since she arrived last summer we've managed to provide a
couple of new experiences for her---picking apples for the first time, planting a Christmas
tree, eating turkey---and she's taught us how to make wonderful tofu dishes, while
incidentally helping us see our world through her eyes. Here she's learning that
important phrase, "Trick or Treat." 

Learning and Growing 
Well, Emily's basketball team went 2 for 11 in the regular season, but it wasn't for lack of
heart. (She's second from left below.) 



 
The school has a no-cut policy, which is our idea of a great sports program. There are
only 30 girls in her combined 7-8 class, and one-third of them comprised the basketball
team. She loves her new school, whihc is the campus laboratory high school. It's  rigorous,
but they give the kids a lot of freedom, create a real sense of community, and the students
seem to thrive. Emily's filling every spare moment, and gets a little too strung out
because she wants to do everything---Music Club, Latin contests, orchestra and chorus---
but so far Uni will keep us in Urbana through 2003 or 2004. Isn't it stunning to see those
dates in black and white? 
http://www.uni.uiuc.edu/uniweb/unigfx/about_uni/proofofuni.html 

 
(Stephen with piano teacher, Felix. When Felix gets a real university job somewhere we'll
have to move and follow him. But Susan is on the Board of the Conservatory where he
teaches, so she can pretty much keep him in town for now.)

Stephen is almost as busy, with piano and cello, working on the yearbook, doing theatre.
He's just joined his school's Science Olympiad team, which looks to be right up his alley.
One event will involve searching for answers to science questions on the Web, so he'll
have some justification in kicking his father off the computer at night. 
http://www.webmasterworks.com/olympiad/index.html

Both kids returned to Spanish camp in Minnesota for two weeks last summer. Their
verdict: it's fun, they learned a lot (yesterday, they suddenly began singing along to a
maudlin song in a Mexican restaurant, and it appeared they knew all the words), but El
Lago del Bosque is 850 long miles from home and they've decided they'd just as soon travel
with their parents. We, on the other hand, had a lovely quiet week on Big Mantrap Lake
with a canoe and a pair of loons nearby. 
http://home.cord.edu/dept/clv/location.html 



 
(Babe the Blue Ox, a mural in a small town in Minnesota, just up the street from the Giant
Walleye and not far from the Giant Muskie.)

The other standard summer activity for many moons now has been Prairie Players
Theatre Academy. Stephen, as one of the few tall boys, gets all the male roles. Those of
you know quiet Stephen well would be astonished to see him stride out as Robin Hood
and sing the first verse of Hi Ho Robin Hood a cappella. Emily made me swear not to scan
in her photo as Kate Smith, but if I had the nerve to put in a tape of her singing God Bless

America, I would violate my word.

 
Stephen in Anchors Aweigh, surrounded by a bevy of females.



 
Another bevy, this one's called "Collegiate." That's his Grandmother Porter's fur from the
1930's. Emily on right.

 
Flappers,with Emily second from left.



Work 
To know every detail about what Chip has been doing this year, check out his

comprehensive web site: 
http://www.ed.uiuc.edu/facstaff/chip/

An interesting but all-consuming project is the monthly column he's writing in the Journal

of Adolescent and Adult Literacy, which you can find at 
http://www.ed.uiuc.edu/facstaff/chip/jaal/ .

Chip did get a break last winter when he led a group of teachers on a trip to St.

Petersburg, Moscow, and Prague. Russia was in better shape then, and he had a

fascinating two weeks. One outcome of the trip: several young but charming penpals for

the kids. This is Lena, who, despite the chaos in her country, has a dedicated teacher,

works hard in her English class and manages to send email more often than we can reply. 

Susan's work web page is less massive than Chip's, not to mention less-interesting, but if



you're desperate to know: 
http://www.ed.uiuc.edu/BER/ROO/Bruce/

Is that enough for all of you? Be well, do good work, keep in touch…and report any

problems to the Webmaster, not to Susan: stephen24@rocketmail.com. (Sorry I didn't

know how to better integrate photos with text, but I, too, am learning.)

Susan and Chip 
Emily and Stephen

  
  
 


